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Developing
Modern Democracy
We continue to shape the future of democracy

Dear reader,
you are holding the third issue
of Modern Democracy in your
hand. We are more than happy
and grateful, that you continue
to support our magazine with
your overwhelming feedback
and continous growth of readership. This issue of Modern Democracy Magazine kicks off a
very interesting 365 days for the
development of Modern Democracy and electronic voting as
well as participation. One of the
highlights in 2010 will be the
EVOTE2010
Conference
in
Bregenz/Austria. We invite you
to join us and participate in
fruitful and interesting discussions on the latest trends and
developments in electronic voting and democracy. The participating experts from academia,
politics, governments and business make this conference one
of the best and most outstanding events in the e-democracy
year 2010. More information
about the conference is provided in the special "Pocket Guide
to EVOTE2010“.

of E-Democracy can be
beneficial to establishing  
democratic in developing
countries.

14 ›16 Services

Robert Krimmer,
Managing Director
E-Voting.CC

The central topic of this issue is
E-Democracy in developing
countries. We cover, in depth,
the opportunities and challenges developing democracies are
facing when establishing electronic means to participate, engage and vote. Various countries
rely on different and interesting
approaches to establish an electronic democracy using voting
machines and other tools.
In this issue of Modern Democracy we continue the tradition of
guest authors and want to thank
Chad Vickery from the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES) for his in-depth
analysis and case study on the
Philippines and Henrik Nore for
his insightful report on the Norwegian Internet Voting Pilot
starting in 2010.
Furthermore, this issue will give
you an overview of the upcoming conference on electronic voting and democracy; it brings you
an update of videos related to
electronic democracy and will
cover an analysis of the evaluation report of the Austrian Students Federation elections.
I hope to see many of you at one
of the several occasions to shape
the future of democracy in 2010,
Yours,
Robert Krimmer

Internet Voting Pilot
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Norway to Pilot internet Voting in 2011
In 2011, Norway will conduct a pilot to vote via the Internet in the municipal and county elections
with 200.000 eligible voters, and follow this by publishing the source code of the voting software.
For the municipal and county
elections in 2011, Norway will
conduct a pilot where voters in
11 of 430 municipalities may
vote via the Internet. In total, approximately 200.000 voters will
be eligible to vote in the pilots.
The complete source code for the
new Internet voting system will
then be published on the Internet. The experience garnered
from the pilots will provide the
parliament with a basis for a decision on whether to move ahead
with a national roll-out of Internet voting at a later date.

be available in an advance-voting period. If a voter chooses to
vote electronically, he or she can
later change their vote either
electronically or on paper at a
polling station. Votes cast in a
polling station will always override votes cast from home.
Having the option to vote multiple times helps to protect important democratic principles such
as the secret ballot and stops
vote selling and coercion. While
some might say that democratic principles are
not sufficiently

protected, this must be weighed
against the improved availability for several voter groups. The
main reason behind Norway’s
I-Voting pilots is the improved
availability for the disabled and
voters living abroad.
The Norwegian electoral system
is largely based on voter confidence, and transparency is
therefore of the utmost impor- ⇢

Voters in the 11 pilot municipalities can freely chose to vote
electronically or by a paper ballot. Electronic voting will only

Main project milestones 2008-2012

testing in non-binding
referendum Municipality X

testing in non-binding
referendum Municipality Z

testing in non-binding
referendum Municipality Y
staff project/staffing
framework agreements

2008

2009
project planning

Contract for e-voting
system signed

2010
procure/specify solution develop or adapt
(competitive dialogue) e-voting system

Municipal and County election 2011
E-Voting in selected Municipalities
and for selected voter groups

2011
Testing
(acceptance & pilots)

2012
introducing/training

evaluation and planning
of full scale roll-out
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Election Facts Norway

tance in the I-Voting system.
This is the reason it has been decided that anyone who wishes
shall have full access to information on the inner processes
and procedures of the system.
The source code will be freely
available for anyone to download and examine.

In Norway, elections are held bi-annually, alternating between municipal and county elections
and parliamentary and Sami assembly elections which gives four-year electoral periods.
Norway has a proportional electoral system
where parties or lists win representatives according to their relative support in the elector-

In co-operation with Scytl Secure
Electronic Voting and a cryptologist from the Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU), the project has developed a security mechanism that

ate. Voters are able to affect which candidates
are elected by making individual changes to
the ballot.

relies on cryptographic techniques, allowing a voter to confirm that their vote has been recorded correctly. This is done
without revealing the contents of
the ballot to anyone but the voter.
Cryptography is used in several
ways to protect the integrity of
the ballot and the election.
The Internet voting system will
be an integral part of a complete,
new election administration system for Norway. The E-Vote
2011-project is responsible for
delivering the complete system.
Guest Author: Henrik Nore,
Project Leader of the Norwegian E-Voting Project

Conference schedule for 2010
Conference Title

Details

EDem10

4th International Conference on
eDemocracy

Date

6.–7. 5. 2010 Krems, Austria

Location

dg.o 2010

11th International Conference
on Digital Government Research

17.–20. 5. 2010 Puebla, Mexico

www.dgo2010.org

ADV
e-Government

ADV e-Government Conference 2010

16.–17. 6. 2010 Villach, Austria

e-government.adv.at/2010

ECEG 2010

10th European Conference
on e-Government

17.–18. 6. 2010 Limerick, Ireland

www.academic-conferences.org/eceg/eceg2010/eceg10-home.htm

ICDGS 2010

International Conference on e-Democracy,
e-Government and e-Society

28.–30. 6. 2010 Paris, France

www.waset.org/conferences/2010/paris/icdgs/index.php

EEE'10

The 2010 International Conference
on e-Learning, e-Business, Enterprise
Information Systems, and e-Government

12.–15. 7. 2010 Las Vegas, USA

www.world-academy-of-science.org/worldcomp10/ws/conferences/
eee10

EVOTE2010

4th International Conference
on Electronic Voting and Participation

21.–24. 7. 2010 Bregenz, Austria

www.e-voting.cc/2010

IADIS

International Conference:
e-Democracy, Equity and Social Justice

26.–28. 7. 2010 Freiburg, Germany

www.edemocracy-conf.org

EVT/WOTE'10

2010 Electronic Voting Technology
Workshop/Workshop on Trustworthy
Elections

EGOV 2010/
ePart 2010

IFIP e-government conference/2nd
International Conference on eParticipation

29. 8.–2. 9. 2010 Lausanne, Switzerland

www.egov-conference.org/egov-2010

EGOVIS 2010

International Conference on Electronic
Government and the Information Systems
Perspective

30. 8–3. 9. 2010 Bilbao, Spain

www.dexa.org

Swiss E-Voting
Workshop

Swiss E-Voting Workshop 2010, State-ofthe-Art E-Voting Systems

ICEG 2010

6th International Conference
on e-Government

4. eGovernment
Symposium

4th eGovernment Symposium

ICTD2010

IEEE/ACM International Conference
on Information and Communication
Technologies and Development

9.–10. 8. 2010 Washington DC, USA

6. 9. 2010 Fribourg, Switzerland
30. 9–1. 10. 2010 Cape Town, South
Africa
9. 11. 2010 Bern, Switzerland
13. –16. 12. 2010 London, UK

Web Link @

www.donau-uni.ac.at/en/department/gpa/telematik/index.php

www.usenix.org/events/evtwote10/index.html

www.e-voting-cc.ch/index.php/de/workshop10
www.academic-conferences.org/iceg/iceg2010/iceg10-home.htm
www.egovernment-symposium.ch
www.ictd2010.org
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Watching democracy
Online videos on democracy worth watching.

Good Practice in e-Voting

Us Now

E-Voting in Estonia with binding results was carried out for
the fifth time in political elections. The growing acceptance of E-Voting leads to an increased need for information. An
initiative of the E-Government
Academy in co-operation with the representatives
of political parties, publicly prefaced a campaign
to inform the citizens of "Good practice in E-Voting". The campaign clarifies the personal security
measures in a variety of ways.

The free online-documentary
"Us Now" takes a look at how
different types of participation
could transform the way that
countries are governed. It tells
stories of different online networks whose "new" radical selforganizing structures threaten
to change the domestic regulations of government in the
future.
The movie describes the transition and confronts politicians
with the possibilities for participative government. Leading experts determine the new possi-

Search words: e-voting, good practice
Video in English: http://bit.ly/b38zmD
Video in Estonian: http://bit.ly/d2Ts8L

bilities between the connection
of the Internet, mass collaboration and governance.
Electronic means of participation are becoming part of social,
political, cultural and everyday
life. However, the idea behind
this is not new. In the so-called
“Gettysburg Address” by Abraham Lincoln in 1863, he states,
democracy means “government
of the people, by the people, for
the people”.
Search words: us now ﬁlm
http://www.usnowﬁlm.com

report on austrian e-Voting 2009
The evaluation report gives an overview of the ﬁrst use of E-Voting
in a legally binding election in Austria.
The use of E-Voting in the 2009
Austrian Federation of Students
elections
(Hochschülerinnen
und Hochschülerschaftswahlen)
was one of the most sophisticated e government projects. Its task
was to complement paper-based
voting with an electronic voting
channel in order to create new
voting opportunities. Together
with the implementation of
E-Voting, the legal basis was
adapted to include an electronic
election administration.
This first-of-a-kind implementation of E-Voting in Austria
was technically successful. Almost 1% (2.161) of eligible students cast their votes electronically between 18th and 22nd of
May 2009. For identification and
authentication, they used the
citizen card (the Austrian model
of a smart card with digital sig-

nature) and a suitable smartcard-reader device which was
handed out for free. Voter anonymity was preserved by using
a cryptographic protocol in the
post-electoral phase similar to a
paper-based postal voting procedure. The e-voting servers
were placed in two data centers
of the Federal Computing Centre to ensure a fail-safe operation.
The use of the citizen card was
appropriate because of its associated high safety and powerful
legal standing. However, the penetration of the citizen card is
rather low at present. Therefore,
the Federal Ministry of Science
and Research started the initiative studi.gv.at with the purpose
of raising awareness and penetration of the citizen card

amongst students. While over
14.000 students made use of this
opportunity, only a small proportion of them used E-Voting.
The general acceptance and with
it the penetration numbers for
the smart card will only be
reached when a wider range of
services are provided with appropriate functionality.
The discussion on E-Voting was
rather controversial with clear
pro and contra positions. The
discussion dominated the electoral campaigns and hurt the institution of the elections.
For future uses of E-Voting in
Austria, the penetration of identification
and
authentication
means has to be raised and a
more
positive
atmosphere
amongst stakeholders achieved.

ͲsŽƚŝŶŐďĞŝĚĞŶ
,ŽĐŚƐĐŚƺůĞƌŝŶŶĞŶͲ
ƵŶĚ,ŽĐŚƐĐŚƺůĞƌͲ
ƐĐŚĂĨƚƐǁĂŚůĞŶϮϬϬϵ


ǀĂůƵŝĞƌƵŶŐƐďĞƌŝĐŚƚ





The evaluation report of the Internet
election in May 2009 in Austria is
available.

Download the report at
http://bit .ly/9ixcGz
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Technology and Elections

New Technology and
Elections in the Philippines

Trust, training and a harmonized legal framework are the building blocks for a successful
implementation of technology in the election process – an IFES analysis of the Philippine approach.

References
R. Michael Alvarez, Gabriel
Katz, and Julia Pomares:
Evaluating New Voting
Technologies in Latin
America, Caltech/mit
voting technology project, A
multi-disciplinary,
collaborative project of the
California Institute of
Technology and the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Dec. 2009.

The public thirst for rapid and
objective results has increasingly led countries to adopt new
technology in the electoral process. Automation is often a complicated process, especially in
countries with limited infrastructure, and where frequently
the attention of decision-makers
gets overwhelmingly focused on
technical aspects. Technology,
impacts all aspects of elections,
including those that might at
first seem immune, but eventually may lead to unintended consequences.
Some common and unanticipated consequences might be remedied by considering the following steps when introducing
automation:

Trust in the Electoral Process. Electoral management bodies (EMB)
should consistently work to
build trust in the electoral system. Technology, however, can
undermine that trust. Not understanding how a ballot is cast
The International Foundation
and how it will be transmitted
for Electoral Systems is
an independent, nonand counted can lead to misgovernmental organization
takes, irregularities, and comproviding professional support
plaints and thus to public
to electoral democracy.
mistrust. To be effective, standThrough field work, applied
research and advocacy, we
ards need to be identified well
strive to promote citizen
ahead of time and the public
participation, transparency, and
needs to learn about the new
accountability in political life
system through a dedicated
and civil society.

campaign. Depending on the size
of the country, this campaign
needs to be massive and multilayered to ensure the vast majority of voters receive the information and would also require the
EMB to provide adequate human
and financial resources.
The Philippines will introduce
new technology – optical scan
voting machines – during the
May 2010 elections at its 76,340
precincts; home to over 50 million voters. Ongoing technical
challenges have led to an overwhelmingly critical media environment. As a result, Filipinos
exhibit uncertainty about the
new system: based on an IFEScommissioned poll, 66% of citizens state that they have heard
little or nothing about how it operates. Public education efforts
now need to dedicate massive resources to counteract these
trends if they are to avoid the
whole electoral process being
undermined.
Properly Trained Poll Workers. Elections frequently succeed due to
the experience that poll workers
have accumulated over decades
of managing precincts. Much of
that experience is invalidated as
technology that is specifically
designed to eliminate subjectivity is introduced. Other recent

elections demonstrate what can
happen when new technologies
are implemented without proper
training. For example, in Indonesia’s 2009 legislative elections,
the EMB rushed untested Intelligent Character Recognition
(ICR) count and results reporting
technology into the field only
weeks before Election Day. District-level poll workers were not
properly trained in the application of the software or the use of
the new ICR machines which
were also plagued with technical
problems. Ultimately, the expensive and ineffective ICR system
was abandoned by Indonesia’s
national election commission
having failed to produce as
promised, timely results reporting, thus further undermining
the electorate’s trust in the overall electoral processes and the
EMB. Insufficient training not
only undermined current automation, it also built an apprehension that will be difficult to
overcome in the future should
automation be considered again.
In Nigeria, the introduction of
electronic voter education efforts was spearheaded by a South
African company who provided
the equipment as well as extensive consulting efforts to implement the system at a cost tens of
millions of USD. Unfortunately,
there was insufficient training of

Short news
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Increased German Voter
Turnout with E-Voting?
According to a representative survey by the
Association for Information Technology, Telecommunications and New Media (BITKOM), the option
to vote online during the last Bundestag’s election
would have boosted the voter turnout by 6%. In the
context of the historically low voter turnout of 71%,
the survey’s findings support the understanding of
E-Voting as an essential tool to fight disenchantment with politics. Furthermore, the survey showed
that 47% of Germans are considering casting their
Nigerian staff, causing the eventual standstill of the automated
voter registration system.
Harmonized Legal Framework. A third

challenge is the adequacy of the
existing legal framework to accommodate the new technology.
The competent authority must
modify the electoral law, tailor
relevant electoral procedures
and update the relevant rules of
procedure for complaints adjudication in order to reconcile the
specific technology with the previous legal standards. Brazilians, for example, voted electronically for the first time in 1996,
and it seems that the system has
contributed to a general attitude
of trust in the electoral system
among Brazilians. The Tribunal
Superior Electoral (TSE), which
is the independent body with jurisdiction over all aspects of
elections, adopted new measures
to better fit the needs of the new
technology and ensure that judges and lawyers understand the
system. When the TSE introduced new software in April
2008, the law itself provided for
security and auditing measures
to be implemented before the
coming elections. Colombia also
illustrates this reconciliation between the law and a new technology: in 2004, the electoral law
was modified to allow the adop-

tion of an automated voting system; the law also regulated its
implementation. In October
2007, Colombia organized a
mock election to test electronic
voting in nine locations within
three different cities. It is critical
to engage the legal community at
an early stage in updating the existing adjudication rules in accordance with the introduced
technology to guide election contest into a constructive frame.
Thus, when introducing new
technology to the electoral system, EMBs must not only look at
technical implementation issues, but also take into consideration the systemic impact on
the entire election process. In
elections like medicine, a proper
determination and alleviation of
side-effects makes the difference
between panacea and poison.
Guest Authors: Chad Vickery, Regional Director,
Europe and Asia, and Juhani Grossman, Deputy
Chief of Party in the Philippines

votes electronically in future elections; among young
voters the number is even higher: around 58% will
consider using Internet voting as their voting channel
of choice in the future. The survey’s findings underline the voters’ interest in Internet voting and may
contribute to the ongoing discussion on introducing
online voting into Germany’s electoral law.   
http://bit.ly/aWNr90

Guidance for
E-Democracy Stakeholders
The Council of Europe (CoE) published the 2009
adopted Recommendation on E-Democracy (Recommendation CM/Rec (2009)1) in September 2009 (see
Modern Democracy Magazine 2009/1). This legal
document offers substantial guidelines and principles
for the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in democratic processes. The recommendation was prepared by the Ad Hoc Committee
on E-Democracy (CAHDE), which was established
in 2006 to create a legal document suggesting
standards of E-Democracy. Definitions and analysis
of generic E-Democracy tools, a key component of
the document was developed following extensive
research of existing tools and policies conducted by
E-Voting.CC (Competence Center for Electronic Vot-

Chad Vickery,
Regional Director,
Europe and Asia

ing and Participation). You can download your version
of the recommendation on the Council’s web page:
http://bit.ly/bLbMo7
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EVOTE2010

Pocket guide to the eVote2010 conference
All essential information regarding our upcoming international conference on Electronic Voting
at Castle Hofen in Bregenz from July 21st-24th.

Author: Daniel Botz

Book Conference & Accomodation

Daily bus shuttle

Please ONLY use the web-based system hosted by our
partner Convention.CC to ensure correct hotel booking in
our pre-reserved hotels at our website e-voting.cc! You
have the choice to participate in our pre-conference
workshops and additional social activities during
and after the conference.

For your convenience, we have organized a bus
shuttle service to pick you up from your hotel
before sessions begin; evening transport is also
provided. To ensure you benefit from the shuttle
service, please book your hotel through our
website only.

Early admission fee is 300 € (incl. VAT), the late fee of
360 € (incl. VAT) is due after 15th June 2010! For your
convenience, we will provide a daily bus shuttle service
from the hotels to Castle Hofen. Due to the festival season
in Bregenz, we recommend that you book your hotel before
the end of June. Bookings thereafter are possible, but
transport to the venue has to be organized independently.
Find all information at:

http://www.e-voting.cc/2010

How to get there
By Car

The address for gps-navigation is: Schloss Hofen,
Hoferstrasse 26, 6911 Lochau, Austria
From Austria/Switzerland: Take the highway A14 through the “Pfändertunnel”
and exit at Lochau-Hörbranz. Take a left in to Lochau. After 800 m turn left again
at the OMV gas station to Eichenberg and arrive at Castle Hofen after 1km.
From Germany: Take the highway E43 and take the exit after the former
customs control “Hörbranz Zollamt”. From there, proceed as described above
after the exit at Lochau-Hörbranz. Just in case you require help, the venue's
telephone number is: +43 (0) 5574 4930 0

By Public Transport

Take the train to Bregenz and then take a taxi.
Please do not go to Lochau by bus as there are no taxis available.

Contact information
email: evote2010@e-voting.cc
office: +43 (0) 1 3193950, twitter: evote2010
Further information & bookings: www.e-voting.cc/2010

By Plane

Bregenz does not have an airport, still there are international
airports nearby: Friedrichshafen (FDH) in Germany, Zurich Airport (ZRH) In
Switzerland and Airport Altenrhein (ACH) also in Switzerland. Airport Altenrhein
is connected to Vienna by Austrian/StarAlliance. Use the free Austrian Airlines bus
to Bregenz train station, then take a taxi.
Austrian Airlines offers 15 % off all fares except
T & O classes. Visit our website for more details!

impressions from 2008

EVOTE2010

Post-Conference programme

Pre-Conference programme

As a concluding highlight we have organized for
you a special block of activities after the official
end of the conference.

There will be a pre-conference programme
organised starting on Wednesday, 21st July.

On Saturday afternoon you have the opportunity
to take part in a guided tour through Bregenz.
In the evening we will have dinner at the famous
"Wirtshaus am See" on the shore of lake
Constance. As a final highlight you can see the
opera "Aida" at the world-famous floating stage.

Welcome Cocktail
We have prepared a first get-together for
you in the evening on Wednesday 21st July at
Castle Hofen.

End of sessions

Start of Sessions
The conference is officially opened on
Thursday 22nd and lasts until Saturday
24th of July.

The conference officially ends on
Saturday around noon, leaving you
sufficient time to either travel home
or enjoy the post-conference
programme.

Social programme
What makes our conferences special are the high scientific
standards of our panelists and our popular social events which
provide plenty of room for discussion and exchange of ideas.
On Thursday evening we invite you to a reception in Downtown
Bregenz. Friday‘s official part will end with the best paper
ceremony and be crowned by our famous "Käsestrasse" a traditional dinner with cheese, wine and other regional
specialities.
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reCoMMeNDeD

evaluation of electronic Voting
Volkamer analyses Requirements and Evaluation
Procedures to Support Responsible Election Authorities

Basel's expatriates
Vote electronically
At the end of 2009, the Swiss canton Basel started
a biennial pilot project on electronic voting to gain
further experience in this field. During the pilot
phase, the right to vote electronically in referendums is limited to the canton’s 6.000 expatriates
residing in European countries. According to the
canton’s officials, 48% of the eligible voters used
E-Voting in the first referendum which passed off
uneventfully. Following the two years’ test run, the
canton’s government will decide on the introduction of E-Voting for all eligible voters.
http://bit.ly/bkTTa4

Finland evaluates
its Voting System
In January 2010, after a period of testing and an
evaluation of reform approaches of the existing

E-Voting is a young and upcoming possibility to cast your vote,
a concept that is fascinating
more and more researchers in
various
sciences.
Melanie
Volkamer presents and theoretically analyses the findings and
practical experience with E-Voting and its context. The main aspect of her work focuses on the
hotly debated issues of security
for electronic voting systems. At
the beginning, Volkamer gives
an introduction to relevant issues of E-Voting through classification of different Election
Forms by providing examples of
E-Voting-Machines and different regulations that refer to selected projects. The subsequent
chapter describes the development process of “Requirements
for Electronic Voting Machines
and for Remote Electronic Voting”. In addition, she provides
the syntax and the corresponding semantics in use of the definition of requirements and discusses the consequences for
election observation, verifiabil-

ity and vote updating. The third
chapter presents different evaluation methodologies and discusses the certification procedure.The application of Common
Criteria is proposed for the evaluation of remote electronic voting systems. The current edition
is useful for people who are interested in learning more about
internet voting. Here, they can
search for technical information
to get an idea what electronic
voting is all about; how it can be
as safe as possible; how the security of information technology
is measured and evaluated, and
also learn about future scenarios and open questions.
The introduction in “Certification of Developers in SecurityCritical Systems” is as interesting for developers as it is for
security officers, politicians or
lawyers.
Reading this book creates motivation to do further research
and is a first step into the secure
modeling of voting.
Author: Felix Wendt

voting system, the Finish Cabinet decided on its
perpetuation. Whereas, traditional paper ballot
voting was considered as mainly trouble-free and
reliable, the development of electronic voting machines at the polling stations will not be continued.
The main reason is that the overall advantages
of E-Voting at polling stations was not significant
enough to further continue the development of the
system. Future focus in the field of electronic voting is now on Internet Voting; a pilot project could
take place in the municipal elections in 2016.

Volkamer, Melanie (2009) Evaluation of Electronic
Voting: Requirements and Evaluation Procedures to
Support Responsible Election Authorities (Lecture Notes in
Business Information Processing 30); 248 pages;
Springer-Verlag; Berlin, Heidelberg, New York;
ISBN: 978-3642016615.
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e-Democracy in
Developing Countries
ICTs are considered a powerful tool for contemporary development policies. As such, an accurate implementation
of E-Democracy can be beneﬁcial to establishing and supporting democratic processes in developing countries.

Sustainable Development with ICTs.

Efficient and effective deployment of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)
is considered a key factor for a
country's socio-economic development in the contemporary development discourse. Since the
1990s, leading international development organizations such
as the UN's Global Development
Network (UNDP) have set a spe-

The success of E-Democracy
in developing and transitional
countries is highly related to
governments' consideration
and management.
cial focus "on the deployment
and use of specific ICT applications to address traditional development problems and challenges" (UNDP, 2008). 'ICT for
Development' (ICT4D) initiatives and projects are based on
the approach that modern tech-

nology can be "a powerful enabling tool to address some of the
key barriers and challenges for
entering the global economy
and for future growth potential"
(Ndou, 2004:6).
The significant potential of ICT
tools to sustainable development, ranges from E-Strategies
and Initiatives in the field of education and health to public administration, business, employment, environment and science.
In addition to the aforementioned fields, stakeholders in developing countries increasingly
discuss and promote the introduction of E-Democracy initiatives. Support and advancement
of democratic processes is a crucial issue on the international
development agenda and consequently the contribution of ICTs
to the political field needs to be
evaluated.
In Democratic Processes. According
to the definition of the Council of

Europe, E-Democracy is "the support and enhancement of democracy, democratic institutions and
democratic processes by means
of ICT". E-Democracy initiatives
enable and encourage citizens to
take part in decision-making
processes like elections, petitions, consultations and referenda. The use of ICTs can lead to
long-term cost reductions and efficiency gains, more transparency and accountability. Furthermore, the quality of decisionmaking can be improved. The fact
that E-Democracy is limited neither to a certain type nor to specific stages in the development of
democracy makes it applicable in
developing countries. Nevertheless, E-Democracy brings with it
a substantial spectrum of challenges and risks besides all its
remarkable advantages. This applies especially to countries lacking a strong democratic tradition
where a precipitable introduction can have far-reaching consequences. To realize the full poten-

⇢
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tial of E-Democracy, country-
specific characteristics need to
be accommodated and challenges addressed and managed.
Development-specific challenges. To
serve democratic principles is
the basic intention for E-Democracy (COE 2009). Potential
risks of political and technical
misuse need to be addressed
and limited. Additionally, governments of developing and
transitional countries need to
accommodate a set of development-specific barriers: Political
barriers in this regard are the
absence or deficiency of laws
and legislation and political instability. Social barriers to be
considered are inequalities in
the education level and illiteracy and a lack of IT skills amongst
the population as well as in
equities in the access to ICTs
(digital divide). Facing limited
(financial) resources, economical barriers, such as funding
and cost -saving need to be preconceived. Development-specific technological barriers such as
the lack of infrastructure and

Voters in the 2005 election in Venezuela cross-checking voter registers in
front of a polling station.

specific safety and security issues also need to be addressed.
Past Experiences. The success of E-

Democracy in developing and
transitional countries is highly
related to their governments'
consideration and management
of development-specific challenges. Brazilian elections have
been conducted totally on electronic voting machines (EVMs) in
polling stations since 2000. Also
India, the world's largest democracy with around 714 million
registered voters has been conducting its elections on EVMs

since 2004. The immense population of both countries and the
consequential time-consuming
and labor-intensive counting
process were leading arguments
for the use of EVM. Development-specific challenges such as
high illiteracy amongst the population were overcome by using
pictures and logos of the candidates and their parties on voting
screens. Electricity and Internet
infrastructure related problems
in rural areas were solved by using battery powered voting machines. The success of electronic
elections in India and Brazil has

References

India
type

direct recording EVM

vendor

Bharat Electronics Ltd. and Electronics Corporation of India Ltd.

in use since

2004 countrywide

eligible voters

714 million

number of EVMs used

more than 1 million

characteristics

n no print/transportation/storage of ballot papers (enormous cost saving)
n ease of counting (declaration of results within a few hours)
n facilitation for illiterates (vote based on pictures and logos)
n speed up the pace of the poll
n battery-run voting machines (can be used in areas with no electricity)

Brazil
type

direct recording EVM

vendor

Diebold Election Systems

in use since

2000 countrywide

eligible voters

115 million

number of EVMs used

more than 400.000

characteristics

n ease of counting (declaration of results within short time)
n speed up the pace of the poll

Council of Europe (2009)
Electronic democracy
("e-democracy")
-Recommendation CM/Rec
(2009)1 and explanatory
memorandum (2009).
Danquah Institute (2009)
Ghanas Democracy Is Not There
Yet - E-Voting May Get Us There.
In: The Statesman, 7. 12.09.
Ndou, Valentina (2004)
E-Government for Developing
Countries: Opportunities and
Challenges. In: The Electronic
Journal of Information Systems in
Developing Countries, Vol. 18.
UNDP (2010)
E-Governance and Access to
Information [Online] Available at:
http://www3.undp.org/e-gov/
[Accessed 15. 2. 2010].
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E-Voting at Malaysia’s
Oldest University
The University of Malaysia in Kuala Lumpur has again
conducted its student representative council elections
with electronic voting as an optional voting channel.
In order to allay voters' distrust, the election system
was open for testing one month before the elections.
The recent elections were conducted unobstructed
according to the University’s administration. Besides
Voting machines used in India

attracted other countries to promote the introduction of ICTs in
elections.
Future Projects. Ghana plans to enhance the reliability and security
of future elections by electronic
means. The current discussions
on the introduction of EVMs and
a biometric voter registration
system is a continuation of the
country's 2002 launched nationwide program for an ICT socioeconomic development policy.
Whereas the biometric voter registration system is already endorsed by the leading political
parties, the discussion about the
introduction of EVMs is ongoing.
According to a local think tank,
stakeholders expressed their
preference for introducing the
Indian system which tackles the
numerous challenges faced by
developing countries.
Roadmap to E-Democracy. Besides
the success stories of Brazil and
India, a number of E-Democracy
initiatives in developing countries have failed (Ndou, 2004:78). To prevent a precipitable introduction and its consequences,
the Council of Europe has published a roadmap to implementing electronic democracy tools.
The tools are divided into four
categories representing a different time stage of implementation. Schedule independent and
early stage tools like E-Democracy Webcasts and Vote Navigators
should be followed by advanced

Electronic Voting Machines used in the 2005
election in Venezuela.

making the vote casting process easier for students,

tools, requiring more technology-affine citizens. Such instruments are, for example, participatory budgeting and E-Petitions.
The final step of implementing
E-Democracy is best represented
by the introduction of E-Voting,
which requires a significant
amount of technological knowledge and experience on the side
of the user and the provider. For
developing countries with low
ICT-literacy and E-Readiness
amongst the population, the
roadmap can help to implement
E-Democracy tools successfully
on a step-by-step basis, eventually leading to E-Voting.

counting process.   

Conclusion. The introduction of

 -Democracy policies in develE
oping countries can improve the
quality of decision-making and
strengthen the political process.
However, the implementation of
new technologies involves different risks and challenges that,
while not accounted for, may
lead to misuse. Risks can be
avoided and challenges met by
an extensive public discussion
including all stakeholders as
well as framing the country's
specific vulnerabilities and referring to international standards and best practice. Conclusively, at the beginning of the
implementation
process
of
E-Democracy, an analysis of the
feasibility and the political, technological, legal and social factors is recommended.
Author: Katharina Stöbich

the E-Voting system significantly speeded up the

E-Voting for
Shareholders Introduced
The EU directive enabling shareholders of listed
companies to cast their votes electronically (2007/36/
EC) is implemented in more and more EU member
states. The directive adopted in July 2007 is one
cornerstone of the European Commission approach
to enhance shareholders’ rights and modernise
company laws. The directive not only facilitates the
electoral process, it also ensures that shareholders
have access to relevant information ahead of general
meetings and provides them with the right to ask
questions regarding items on the agenda.

Electronic Voting for
Italians abroad?
The introduction of E-Voting in Italy was recently
fueled by the proposal of an E-Voting bill making
E-Voting optional for all Italians. Expatriates are expected to be the main beneficiaries of the additional
voting channel, as until 2001, Italian expatriates
could only take part in elections and referenda if
they returned to Italy to do so. By the end of 2001,
the Italian government finally passed a law allowing
postal voting for expatriates. The current discussion on E-Voting could therefore further facilitate the
participation of expatriates in domestic politics.
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Market overview on Modern Democracy tools
Company

URL

Country

Email

Australian Election Company

www.austelect.com

Australia

rkidd@austelect.com

Avante International Technology Inc.

www.avantetech.com

United States

cchu@avantetech.com

BRZ, Bundesrechenzentrum GmbH

www.brz.gv.at

Austria

carl-markus.piswanger@brz.gv.at

21c Consultancy Ltd*

www.21cconsultancy.com

United Kingdom

info@21cconsultancy.com

Cybernetica AS

www.cyber.ee

Estonia

info@cyber.ee

Delib Ltd*

www.delib.co.uk

United Kingdom

info@delib.co.uk

Diebold Incorporated

www.diebold.com

United States

webmail only

Dominion Voting Systems
Corporation

www.dominionvoting.com

Canada

contact@dominionvoting.com

DRS Data Services Limited

www.drs.co.uk

United Kingdom

webmail only

Election Trust LLC*

www.electiontrust.com

United States

Info@electiontrust.com

Electoral Reform Society

www.electoral-reform.org.uk

United Kingdom

ers@electoral-reform.org.uk

ES&S Europe, Middle East and Africa

www.essvote.com

United Kingdom

emea@essvote.com

Everyone Counts Inc.

www.everyonecounts.com

United States

contact@everyonecounts.com

Experian Information Enterprises

www.experian.com

France

office@experian.fr

Geneva Solutions SA

www.gs-sa.ch

Switzerland

contact@gs-sa.ch

Gov2u*

www.gov2u.org

Greece

info@gov2u.com

Herodot Consulting & Software KG

www.herodot.at

Austria

office@herodot.at

iMeta Technologies Limited

www.mi-voice.com

United Kingdom

enquiries@mi-voice.com

Indra Sistemas S.A.

www.indra.es

Spain

indra@indra.es

Ingenieursgesellschaft Entera*

www.entera.de

Germany

info@entera.de

Issy Media*

www.issy.com

France

iris@ville-issy.fr

Logica plc.

www.logica.com

United Kingdom

webmail only

Micromata GmbH

www.polyas.de

Germany

info@micromata.com

Our advertisers' information

Since 2005, the Bundesrechenzentrum GmbH (BRZ), the
Federal Computing Centre of Austria, has been working
on specific IT-solutions in the field of E-Democracy and
the development of participatory functionalities. The
BRZ has rolled out a program called "Participatory
E-Government" which integrates three subject areas:
research, development and implementation. Since
2005, several E-Democracy-projects have been rolled
out and at last, BRZ has been responsible for operating
and security at the first legally binding E-Voting
elections in Austria (Students' Union Elections 2009).

Proven on seven continents, Everyone Counts delivers
the most secure and accessible voting system in the
world. In partnership with election officials globally our
internationally recognized election and computer
security experts lead the industry providing flawlessly
transparent, accurate elections. Everyone Counts,
chosen by the US and Australian Departments of
Defense, US States and the UK to provide secure voting
systems for domestic and overseas voters, was also
chosen by UNESCO as the premiere voting solution for
people with disabilities.

Geneva Solution is the only private company that has
qualified five times for the "Capture the Flag" white
hat competition held annually in Las Vegas. We, being
triple vice champions, offer you a fresh glance to
securing your data and networks. We provide a long
and worldwide experience, out-of-the-box thinking
and a holistic approach. We are bound neither by
legacy theories nor by tradition or commercial ties
with any vendors.

Micromata has been in business since 1996 and is
managed and held by Kai Reinhard (graduate in physics)
and Thomas Landgraf (graduate in electronic
engineering). Our core business has ever since been the
development of customized software which optimizes all
operational procedures within companies. While
engineering high-level applications we emphasize
maximum standards of quality and security.

Market overview

Company

URL

Country

Email

Nedap, N.V. Nederlandsche
Apparatenfabriek

www.nedap.nl

Netherlands

info@election-systems.eu

Openvoting.org

www.openevoting.org

Austria

office@openevoting.org

Opt2Vote Ltd.

www.opt2vote.com

Northern Ireland

info@opt2vote.com

Pnyka

www.pnyka.cti.gr

Greece

stamatiu@ceid.upatras.gr

Public-i Group Ltd*

www.public-i.info

United Kingdom

info@public-i.info

Research Academic Computer
Technonogy Institute*

www.cti.gr

Greece

info@cti.gr

Safevote Inc.

www.safevote.com

United States

info@safevote.com

Scytl Secure Electronic Voting

www.scytl.com

Spain

scytl@scytl.com

Sequoia Voting Systems

www.sequoiavote.com

United States

info@sequoiavote.com

Singularity Solutions Inc.

www.emailelection.com

United States

customer@emailelection.com

Smartmatic

www.smartmatic.com

United States

webmail only

Software Improvements Pty. Ltd.

www.softimp.com.au

Australia

support@softimp.com.au

Sztaki Voting and Survey System

wwwold.sztaki.hu

Hungary

pr@sztaki.hu

True Ballot

www.trueballot.com

United States

john@trueballot.com

T-Systems Enterprise Services
GmbH

www.t-systems.com

Germany

info@t-systems.com

TuTech Innovation GmbH*

www.tutech.de

Germany

info@tutech.de

Unisys

www.unisys.com

Germany

webmail only

Votenet Soultions

www.votenet.com

United States

salesconsultant@votenet.com

Zebralog cross media dialogues*

www.zebralog.com

Germany

info@zebralog.com

*Entries/companies with a star are members of the Pan-European
E-Participation network PEP-Net. More information: http://pep-net.eu

Our advertisers' information

Openevoting.org is an initiative for fully transparent
e-voting systems. We want to provide an open-source
code base for developers, and verification tools for a
public review of election results. Our newly developed
voting protocol is based on the application of
'qualified ballots'. It offers a complete anonymous
paper trail and enables everyone to become an
election observer. It can be qualified as 'open source
evoting' where the general public replaces the
traditional election observers.

Pnyka is an internet-based electronic voting system
which has been developed within the scope of a
research program of the General secretariat for
Research and Technology of the Greek Ministry of
Development. The development team won first prize
in the E-Voting Competition 2008, which was held in
Bregenz in August 2008. Eight systems were
evaluated by a jury of E-Voting experts with three
making it into the final. The first prize was awarded to
Pnyka, due to good usability, high security levels and
best compliance with submission criteria. The system
can be used freely; the source code is laid open and
can be altered for further development.

With over 15 years of pioneering R&D, Scytl provides
patented solutions in Internet voting, in-chamber
voting for Parliaments, poll-site e-voting, phone
voting, e-pollbooks, voter registration & results
consolidation. Scytl offers the highest security
standards, assuring the same levels of trust, security
and privacy that exist in conventional elections.
Scytl’s solutions have been successfully audited or
certified by the Governments of Austria, France,
Switzerland, Finland, Australia & Florida (USA).

Miss your company or want to place your logo? Contact us at modern-democracy@e-voting.cc

Author: Daniel Botz
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